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Abstract. The relational model is formally extended to include fixed cjrdcrir gs on attribute 
domains. A new constraint, called r?rder dependency, is then introduced to incorporate semantic 
information involving these orderings. It is shown that this constraint can be applied to enhance 
the efficiency of an implemented database. The thrust of the paper is to stud:* !,)gical implication 
for order dependency. The main theoretical results consist in (i) introducing a formalism analo>ous 
to propositional calculus for analyzing order dependency, (ii) exhibiting a sound and complete 
set of inference rules for order dependency, and (iii) demonstrating that determining logical 
implication for order dependency is co-NP-complete. It is also shown that there are sets of order 
deperdencies for which no Armstrong relations exist. 
Introduction 
Since its inception over a decade ago [7], the reMona1 model has been the 
foundation of many theoretical investigations into database issues. The primary 
vehicle in these studies for incorporating semantic information into the relational 
model has been through dependencies [S, 8, 11, 13, 28, 291. In virttially all 
theoretical research of dependencies, an attribute domain is viewed as an abstract 
set, i.e., its elements are incomparable and undistinguished.’ (This property is called 
‘domain independence’ in [2S].) However, it is obvious that many naturally arising 
attribute domains have an associated structure. By far the most prevalent of these 
strwtw-es is order and, as has been observed [IO, 19, 21, 24, 261, certain semantic 
’ Portions of Section 1 were prcsentcd at the XP2 Conference, Pennsylvania State Un;vcrsity, JLIJW 
198 1, under the title -‘Ordered Attribute Domains in the Relational Model”. 
** This author was supported in part hr the National Scierlce Foundaticl under Grant MCS-7925W-l. 
*** This author was supported in part by the National Science Focndation under Grant IST-81073)i(~. 
’ A notable exception is [21], where it is shown that tableaua can he generalized to incorporate 
order information. This is then used to analyze the preservation of conventional dependencies (spe7., 
funcrional and join) under algebraic operators such as Codd’s ‘@-join’. 
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*nformation is expressible in terms of lhis strllcture. It is therefore natural to 
zxamine, from a theoretical point of vieN, dependencies which incorporate informa- 
:ion involving order. The purpose of the present paper is to formally define such 
ii dependency (called order dependency) and initiate its formal investigation, focus- 
ing primarily on logical implication. 
Briefly, order dependencies permit us to formally express constraints describing 
ihe following situation: If two tuples are such that the corresponding values for 
certain given attributes are in a specified relationship (with respect to the domain 
orders), then the corresponding values for certain other given attributes are also 
in ;I specified relationship. For example, an order dependency can describe the 
statcmcnt !har if two packages are to be shipped the same distance, then sending 
the heavier one will cost at least as much as sending the lighter one. As will be 
illustrated in the body of the paper. knowledge of such relationships can be used 
to enhance the efficiency of an implemented database. 
The main theoretic:4 rcxsults of the paper consist in (i) introducing a formalism 
analogous ts propositional calculus for analyzing order dependency, (ii) exhibiting 
:I sound and t:omplete set of inference rules for order dependency, and (iii) demon- 
strating that, determining logical Implication for order dependency is co-NP- 
compktc, V;‘e also show that there arc sets of order depcndcncies for which no 
Armstrong relations exist. 
Organizationally, the paper is divided into five sections. The first formally intro- 
duces order into attributes domains, defines order dependency, and exhibits 
numerous cxrtmples. Applications are presented demonstrating how order dcpcn- 
dcnq can he used to impr0L ‘t databa%c efficiency. Finally, a number of observations 
WC made which pertain to satisfaction and logical implication. 
Section 2 introduces and examines *comparators’, the major tool in our a,tudy of 
logical implication. For each ser L‘ of order depcndcncies a set K(I’\ of comparators 
is dcfincd. The main results hcrc arc‘ characterizations of (CU ) $(l‘r in terms of Il. 
:tnri i/3 ) the clcmcnts of the closure of I’ (under logical implication) in terms c;f 
( !I‘). Using comparators, it is shown that sets of order dcptlndcncies need not 
~WC <in Armstrong relation. In addition, a sufticicncy condition is gi\*txn for the 
kstcncc‘ of suCh a rt’lation. 
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I. Order dependency 
In this section order dependency is introduced, several of its applications to 
database design and implementation are described, and some of its properties 
related to satisfaction are examined. These topics are considered in three successive 
subsections. Section 1.1 begins with a review of some fundamental concepts of the 
relational model. The basic nations of ordered attribute domain and order depen- 
dency, as well as some associated concepts, are then presented. In Section 1.2 
several ways are explored in which order dependency can be applied to improve 
database efficiency. The concluding Section 1.3 introduces some simple definitions 
and observations pertaining to satisfaction and logical implication. 
I. I. Lkfkitiorl of order dqwuhcy 
The basis of the relationai model consists irl spec 
with their associated domak of possible values. 
ifying a se t of attributes togcthcr 
Definition. A wk.vr.sd nttributc qwcificcrtion is a pair (CL, (Dam(A) 1 4 in U,) 1, 
where ii) U, is an infinite set of abstract objects \callcd attributes), and ‘$1 for each 
attribute .4 in CT,, Dom(A ! (called the riornck of A ) is an abstract set of at Icast 
two clcmcnts.’ 
We shall throughout assume some fixtld universal attribute specification. 
The atomic objects of the relational model are ?uplcs’, these corrcsporl_ling to 
our intuitk notion of records. 
Definition. A tupk is a function II from a finite subset CJ of U, such that ~(~4 1 is 
in Dom(A I for each A in U. For each such CL Tup( U 1 denotes the set of all tuples 
oc’2r U. 
‘I’upks arc combined to crtlatc ‘instances’, the formakation of the notion of a 
itlid I file. 
Definition. An irzstclrtco is a pair (II, I j, or I when U is !mdcrstood, where I/ is 
; finite set of attributes ;bnd I is a finite subset of TupW ’ 
The partial orderings on attribute domains are formally incorporated t>> the 
following axiom. ’ 
_’ The assumption that ca:h domain have at least two elements is ctxtainly reasonahlc, and is included 
for technical reasons. E.g., it iiIIOL\S a simple classification in this section of the types of order of attrihutC 
domains. and it rcduc‘cs the complexity of the inference rules presented in Section 3. 
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Axiom of Order. For each attribute A rherc is a partial circlering” sA on Dom(A ). 
It is useful to dis#tinguish t e following three types of partial orders4 
Definition. Let A be an attribute. Then A has ~otul order if, for each pair a, a’ in 
Dam(A), u s,~o’ or CI’& CI. A has emyt;; order if, for each a, Q’ in Dam(A), 
0 <A 0’ implies fl = ~1’. And A has general-partial order if A satisfies neither of the 
above, i.e., if there exist O, CI’, h, h’ in Dam(A) such that a <A a’, h %A b’ and 
b’ -f/j h. 
Since each attribute domain has at least two elemenrs, it is easily seen that the 
~atcgories of total, empty and general-partial orders arc: exhaustive and mutually 
cxclusivc. Also, each attribute with a two-element dovGn has either total or empty 
order. 
We now present examples of the three types of orders. Many attributes (e.g.. 
\/‘\I /iHi., N+., OKAN IYY and DISTANW) have as their domains a subset of the 
intcgcrs ordered in the usual manner, and thus have total order. Another important 
class of attributes having total order consists of those attributes involving 
CtiiOIlOlOgy (C.g., OMT or TIMLOF-DAY). Also, the set of words ordered 
Icxicographically and the collection of sets of five cards ordered according to poker 
rulct; are both totally ordered. 
13amplcs of domains with empty order include the set of human beings. the sc1 
of ph~nc numbers, and the set of license-plate numbers. These illustrate an impor.. 
t ant point: For our purposes, wc are concerned with the meaning of attribute 
tlom:lins as determined by database users, not by computer (or other) represent;.- 
t icon\. ‘I’hus. WC m:ly view the set of human beings as having empty order, t’vc’n 
though computer irnpiemcntatic,ns will certainly take advantage of the ordering of 
narncs in certain casts. 
Finally, examples of attribute domains with general-partial order include letter 
gratlcc, 1 including P for ‘pass*, F for ‘fail’ and 1%’ for ‘withdrew’) with the obvious 
ijrdcr, the set of oriented rcc’tanglcs ordcrcd by ‘fit< i!:’ (as might arise in integrated 
iirr*ilit layout 1, and thC set of ordered p;lii*S of integer!., whcrc (t:, h ) --: f(-, ti I itf 14 * C’ 
it 1111 h - (1. 
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We now introduce notation which allows us to describe the relationship between 
the attribute values of pairs of tuples. To begin, we present the following. 
Definition. For each attribute A, the marked attributes of A are the formal symbols 
A, x, A, 4, /J and 4. 
Marked attributes are used in the following manner. 
Notation. Let U be a finite set of attributes, A in U, II, c in Tup( U) and AI a set 
of marked attributes of U. Write (a) u[A]c if u (A ) = t’(A), (b) rr [A]tl if 
u(A) <A c(A), (cl u[A]v if u(A) <A u(A), (d) z&I]c if u(A) aA C(A), (e) u[,~]L’ 
if u(A) )A c(A), (f) U[&C if u(A) and u(A) are incomparable under <A, and (g) 
II [M]L’ if u @]P for each marked attribute fi in M. 
If X 5 U is viewed as a set of marked attributes, then ~r[X]c if and only if’ 
u[X] = r[X]. 
Note that the structure of some of the attribute domains may render some marked 
attributes meaningless (e.g., 4 can neve; arise if A has total or&-). This type of 
situation will be examined in more depth in Section 1.3. 
We are now ready to define the central notion of order dependency The reader 
will observe that functional dependency can be regarded as a special case of order 
dependency. 
Definition. Let U be a finite set of attributes. An order dependency (wer U) is an 
expression I,. >f the form M + N, where M and N are sets of marked attributes of 
U such that for each cl in U, ,$ is not in6 MN. An instance (U, I) satisfies M -+ N, 
denoted I t= i%f + N if, for all tuples II and t‘ in I, u[M]r: implies rr[N]t‘. ( U, I ) 
smisfi~s a set I‘ of order dependencies, denoted I b r, if I t= y for each y in I’: 
Finally, write I Ff r‘ if I t= r is false. 
It is &!ar that if 1 t== r and J s I, then J k= IT. 
Marked attributes of the form ,$ are prohibited in order dependency because, in 
arlabgy with functional dependency, our interest is in cases where domain values 
art cqu4 or comparable. As we shall see, order dependencies as defined above 
cat1 easily be applied to enhance database eficiency. However, the autho-s Lvc 
bt:cn unable to generalize these applications to or;ler dependencies incorncl’ating 
marked attributes of the form 4, Thus, while m:lny of the results in the paper (a 
notable cxct‘ption being Section 4) continue to hold if marked attributes of rhc 
form ,$ arc permitted (with a modest increase in complexity), our focus is of1 order . 
dependency as defined above. 
i 1 ct .Y \- IT. F or c;ich tllplc I, if1 j‘upi [ 1 I, 141 ,Y] dcnotc~ the tupk in TuplXl dcfincd t’? U[,Yl~-~1 1 __ 
14 1.4 I for each A in .Y. 
’ As usual. ,I’)’ denote\ .Y U I- fc 1: etc ,Y and 1’ of attributes WC extend this con\-enticjn to markcci 
attrit~utt‘s. Alw, wc 3diJpt IhLx c*0n~r‘ltf,~ vi of wing an attrihitrc ,4 to clcnote {A}. and extend this to 
mar-kc-d nttritwtch 
We now present some examples illustrating how order dependency arises in a 
natural manner, Tile first is simplistic, but is treated formally in order to illustrate 
below several applications of order dependency to database efficiency. Other 
txamples are giver: informally. 
Example 1.1. Checking-account database. Consider the information concerning 
the checks written (on a particular bank) by a specific individual. Let U = {cxE<-K #, 
IMI t<, PASFII, AM<)UNT} be a set of attributes. The dcjmain of c’)iECK # is the set 
of natural numbers and represents the number of a check. The domain of DA-rtz. 
is the set of dates and represents the date the check was written. The domain of 
IV,YH- is the set of names of individuals and corporations, representing to whom 
the ,:hcck was paid. And the domain of AMOUNT is the set of dollar amounts (e.g , 
24 50) . . and represents the amount for which the check was written. The order 
associated with each of the attribute domains is the obvious. (That is, for CHECKS 
;md AMOI :NT it is the restriction of the order for the rea! numbers, for DATI: the 
chronological order, and for PAYFX the empty order.) At any time, the contents 
of the database is the instance, call it (‘WX‘KS, over the attribute set U whic!i 
ccjrrc%ponds to the set of all checks written up to that time. 
For our purposes, WC’ assume that each check is assigned a unique number. Henc, 
Jlsample 1.1 ic rcpresent;~tivc of a wide variety of order dcpcndcncics consisting 
of ;I nrjmcric:!! L- 8x2) assignccj in increasing order to transactions occurring in tinic. 
(ithcr cxamplcs of this type include salts receipt numbers vs. time and date of 
parchasc; serial numhcr (of machinery) VS. date manufactured: and patent OI 
trademark numhcr VS. date issued. Another source of examples is w!xn ‘totals‘ arc 
niai:ltainCd, c’.g., date 0. t&~l production for a manufacturing plant; or dat,: 4 
ohmctcr rcxiirig OJI a car or truck; or in a given ytxr, date vs. tota! salary c:J~*ritxi 
to d3te. 
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Another, more complicated, example concerns the grades assigned to students 
in a first- or second-jear college science course (such as physics, chemistry, or 
biology). Typically, thtt final letter grade of a student is determined by adding the 
numerical scores given on various *assignments and tests, and viewing the resulting 
sum relative to the corresponding sums of all other students in the class. Suppose 
there is a lab project (with score I-AR), a midterm (with score MID) and a final exam 
(with score FINEX). Let the letter grade (denoted by GRADE) range over 
{A, B, C’, D, F}. An instance holding grade information for such a class will satisfy 
--- 
{LAB, MID, FlNEX}+ GRADE. (This obviously can be generalized to include 
more assignments and exams, or to include grades such as A or Ct.) 
1.2. Appliccttions of’nrticr &prndtvtc~ 
In this subsection we explore some of the ways the presence of order dependency 
can be apphed to enhance database implementations. We begin by describing four 
such specific ways. The first two are of particular interest since they address the 
pl~_hxd design of a relational database, whereas the applications of most othcl 
dependencies address the k-q$cal design of a database (for example, see 12 S, 8, 1 11). 
Wt. conclude the subsection bj discussing the more general problem of utilizing 
the prcscncc of many order Jepcndencies to obtain a ‘good’ physical design of a 
large relational database. 
The first application of order dcpcndcncy concerns reducing indexing space with 
11o loss in rctricval time. WC introduce the basic idea involved hy a straightforward 
C\i~m~lc using the checking-account database of Example I. 1. We then discuss 
three gCJlcri~~iz~ItiOIlS of the basic idea in order to show the wide variety of contexts 
in which it can bc applied. 
For this discussion WC assume a simple model of database implementation, one 
in which space is measured in numbers of ‘blocks’ (of external storage) and response 
time in numbers of block ‘retrievals’ (into central memory) (for instance, see [27]). 
Suppose 11ow that in the checking-account database, fast access via (‘I IFx‘K # - 
L*~IIU~L and 1 ia I>..! I ~.-t~aluc is dcsircd. A natural solution to this problem is to store 
the cht;t sorted 1~~8 one of these fields, implement a sparse” index into tht.: values 
of that ticld. md implcmcnt a dcnsc index into the values of the other field. It is 
I.~;~~~>l~i~hlc to store the data sorted by CWCK # -value, since checks are generally 
Lvrittcrl with increasing cheek-numbers. The or&r dependency CHECK # -+ DATE 
LXII tw :lppticd as IoIIows. Since the dilta satisfies the dependency and is sorted b> 
c t tt ( *K a -\Ate, it ts dst~ sorted by r~,~~r~r~-value. Th s a sp’lrsc index, instead of a 
~CIBC OIW, ml tw ,rscd on r>i\-rf--valucs. This yields substantial savings on indexing 
>pact‘, ;ls we11 as improvtls rctrie\.al time. (In particular, if fifty records are in each 
blo& of stored dam. then the indexing space is reduced bq’ more than %% and 
the rctric\~at imtl by one block retrieval. I
The first generalization of the above application involves cases in which an order 
dependency is satisfied in some approximate fashron. As shown in [9] the approach 
suggested hertz can be applied successfully in such situations to realize the same 
indexing space reduction without increasing retrieval time. 
The second generalization involves the situation where the data cannot be stored 
in order of increasing C‘IIFTK # -values (for instance, because many insertions or 
deletions arc expected, or because the data is to be sorted by some other field). 
Without using the order dependency ?HECK# + rkvrr:, two dense indexes are 
-- 
required, one for CHECK # and one for PNT.. Knowledg; of the dependency, 
howcvt’r, allows the use of a ‘combined’ index for both of the fields. Such an index 
irl~~~l~ c’s roughly 75% o xf the space of two dense indexes. Such a combined index 
~;tn also be uwd for situations involving an order dependency za + 8, where ,4 is not 
;I key. Ohscrvc also that the multidimensional R-trees of Bentley [6] can be used 
~ltici~ntly in thcsc kinds of situations. 
Finally. the third generalization involves order dcpcndencics which have mm-c 
thm 011c marked attribute on the left-hand side. These also can hc exploited to 
crJhmlcc indexing in a database. Intuitively. such order depcndcncies can IN! used 
10 cnhancc indexing in ;I database bccausc (i) indexing is frcqucntly based on sorted 
I,)rgankitic:n of data, and (ii) order dependency allows certain order propcrt its to 
: rnpl> 0th.~ or&x propcrtie~. To illustrate, consider an order dcpcndcncy of the 
for171 Al3 * c- suppc’s~~ that fast access is dcsircd for pairs of A- and R-~lucs. 
2nd 21~ fL tr C ‘- vhb3. A stnrldard organizatic~n for data in this case is to arrange 
1 hc rlat;i st~rl~d primarilv by A -4aluc and secondarily by B-valut2. With such a11 
!:rganimti..)n, cntrics with a given value (td(,, /I,;) in their A and H fields are ‘clustered’ 
i;1 the scnsc that they occupy a scquencc of consecutive positions in the tile. As a 
result, sparse indexing is possible and accessing ;ill entries with value t tl,,, /),,I typicall? 
rccluircs the rctrimal of only mc block of data. On the other hand, rctric\*ing all 
cntrics with a given C‘-value may rccluirc an arbitrarily large number of data ~block 
rCtricvrtls. l‘hc’ depcndcncq A 0 -+ c can lv applicii ~1s follows. Roughly sptxking, 
311 imx~~~ing scy~c~lcc d,,, (ii, . . . , (I,, of A -\3li~s mid a11 incrcasinp scclucncc 
/J-./J,. . . . /I,,, of /j -\%iUCS C:117 bc’ CilCWIl SO thd fOr Cdl i. 1 - i * II, illId ;, 1 * , ’ 111, 
tflc r1urlJtxr rJf diltit rccoltls bvitti IA, 13 j-pair \*;1lucs I((, i) 1 satisf!virig tl! 1 * ,I * 11, 
iirlr’ I) ; - h - I), is ;~l~l~i.c)Sirililtt’l~, equal to t tic nunibtv- of ci;tt;l records that ~211 tit 
intcl ;I block cjf \tc)ragc. I7’his t>‘pc‘ of data i~r~arii/ation is csplorcd mart‘ fLillJV in 
j 132 1. I i :rJdcr this cJrg;rrii,;lticln, critrich with ;I tixcd (‘-1, H I- pair L;\lilc x1‘ :+lin 
‘&Mcr~~’ . so spme indtxing can bc ustxi md data block rCtrit33ls rninin~izcd. 
f- uf thmmm. the dc~vndcncv implies that for 3 gi\*en C- \ alum (*,,. the sc’t of all 
~~rltr.l~~~j 11;1\ ing \ atuc c’,, I;rc‘ncr:ill\ occurs in fclvcr tharl II + 111 of the data blocks. (In 
~~;il ticrkir. it’ the clatd block\ 3rc’ 1 icwed ;js I\,irie in the plant. with ,A - \,alutx forming _ x. 
(,IlC’ x4’s md fj -wluc\ fhc other. thcri this set di r‘ntrit‘s tvpic:\ll\~ lies within ;I 
‘*L.‘qUcrli’l,’ ot hlwks x?Gh csscntiallv fornis 3 cii,,~onal int’ from the‘ lower left to 
i tic uppc’r ri#t. 1 l‘hus. tilt2 nuniber of data block rc’trievals r-Cquirtzd to obtain these 
m_vrcl~ is rccluicd frmn as 1md1 3s w11 to roughly II + m or Icss. 
We now {urn to the second application of order dependency. This involves a 
reduction of transmission time in a distributed database. We again present an 
example of the reduction in terms of the checking-account database of Example 
1 .I (although quite artificial in this case). Suppose that database is implemented 
so that the pwjection, call it DA-~EI.F.SS, of wEC‘Ks onto (CHECKS , PAYW, 
AMWJNT} is at node N1 and the projection, call it DATF.D, of C)IECKs onto {I~II~~C’K # , 
DATE} is at node Ivz. Suppose further that a user at node N, desires the dates of 
all checks with number between 100 and 200. Without knowledge of the order -- 
dependency <*)jF(‘K # 
-- 
+ DATE, essentially 100 dates have to be transmitted from 
AT;! to N,. Using the dependency, however, a savings may be possible. Specifically, 
instead of sendtng all of the dates from Nr! to N,, only the check num&r of the 
first check written on each day need be sent. (The date of each check is easily 
inferred by using the order dependency.) If on average more than yIle check was 
written for each day, then a corresponding reduction in transmission coct is realized. 
On the other hand, if at most one check was written per day, then the original 
data transmission scheme CL:!:- be used. Thus, the order dependency c,\n he applied 
tt> reduce trans;nission costs in certain (frequently d* clrising) cases, without increasing 
the transmission cost in any case. 
The abo\c approach can be gcneralizcd to yield :j rcsourcc trade-off l>ctw~~n 
transmissr,n c&t and accuracy. For instance, suppose that only the approximate 
dates of chc~ks numbcrcd between 100 and 200 are desired, say with an accurac? 
of plus or minhs three days. In that cast, one need only transmit the number of 
the first cheek tsritten in C;K+ sclrcn-day period. (This is bcc;~usc the order dcpcrl- 
dcncb can thcl; be used to infer the date of all checks within an accuracy of three 
days. 1 As almk the actual savings in transmission costs depend on the underlying 
data set. 
The third application of order dcpcndcncy concerns query optirnizatior;. For ihi:. 
wc rt‘c;~ll the work of Klug [2 I], which shows how orderings on attribute domains 
C’;~II bc incorporittcd into tahlcaux. (Tableaux wcrc originally introduced without 
orderings [ 701, ) It is clear that the presence of order dcpcndencies can be used tc 
‘rcducc’ or ‘simplify’. in certain ways, database queries expressed with such tableaux. 
‘I‘hc reductions cicld qucrics which tukc less time to answer than the original ones. 
~‘l‘hc prc\cncc of functional dopcndencics has alrcadv been exploited in this ITI~IIIICI 
pq.1 
‘Tiw fourth iipplication of order depttr:dcncy concerns its USC) ;is ;111 inkgrit 
constraint. This corresponds to the analogous application of virtually all other 
dcpcndcncics in the litcr:iturc. Specifically, suppose rhat tho underlying sc‘manh 
of ;I datatusc implies the prestznw of certain otdci. dependencies, and an updzltc 
is ;tttcmptcd which \~iola~izc; one of thostz dcpend:hes. Then the system can 1~ 
cc,nstruitcd to automatically determine that an error has occurred. and to perform 
an appropriate error recovery routine. 
We conclude this subsection by considering how these various applications of 
order dcpendcncy might rcalisticallv be incorporated into a semi-automatic or 
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automatic physical design methodology.” In this discussion we focus primarily on 
the use of order dependency, although a variety of other dependencies would be 
incorporated. To begin, J user group or database designer would specify the data 
sets and relationships to be included in the database, the types and frequencies of 
updates and accesses anticipated, and the order (and other) dependencies which 
hold (either excctly or approximately). Other useful dependencies logically implied 
by the originally specified set can then be determined automatically (using the 
results of Sections 3 and 4 below). Next, a variety of potential physical designs, 
some of which employ the order dependency information, can be specified. These 
‘.x1 hc compared with each other, using the given update and access information 
to determine their relative costs. The optimal design among these can then be 
\elcctcd and implemented. 
It is clear that the above is the skeleton of a physical design methodology, and 
it can hc expanded and improved in many ways. Thus the methodology can be 
vicwcd a% a starting point for a concerted investigation into order dependency and 
its USC in the physical design artlna. As mentioned earlier, in this paper we focus 
primarily on the issue of inferring logical implication among order dependencies. 
In this \uhscction WC return to the formal discussion of order dependency. 
conc‘cntrating on simple prxqxxtics rclatcd to the notion of satisfaction, ix., of an 
in\tancc satisfying a set of ordtx- dcpcndcncies. WC first show that, intuitively 
speaking, satisfaction is ‘indcpendcnt’ of the underlying set of attributes. We then 
~onsidcr the Sconsistcncy’ of sctq of marked attributes and SC.% of order depcnden- 
&s. CCC ~on~ludc bly’ t-cvit’r, ing logical implication in the framework of order 
ciqxndcnq. 
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Definition. A marked attribute d is consistent if U[&J for some pair II, v of tupl& 
and is inconsistent otherwise. A set M of marked attributes is consistent if aliM’]v 
for some pair u, v of tuples, and is inconsistent otherwise. 
It is easily verified that if A has total order, then 4 is inconsistent and all other 
marked attributes of A are consistent; if A has empty order, then only A and 4 
are inconsistent; and if A has general-partial order, then all marked attributes of 
A are consistent. Also, as is readily seen, if the kind of order (i.e., empty. total or 
general-partial) of each relevant attribute is known, then it is decidable (in linear 
time) whether a given set of marked attributes is consistent. 
We now turn to sets of order dependencies. It is easily verified that the emptly 
instance (over U) satisfies each order dependency (over U). Hence, technically 
speaking, each set of order dependencies is consistent. However, there are order 
dependencies which are satisfied only by the empty instance. For example, suppose 
that U =- {A, B}, where A and B nave total order. Then for each tuple II In TupI h/ 1, 
rl[A]rt but not u[&. Thus, no nonempty instance over U satisfies 4 -+ I?. The 
preceding suggests the following, which captures the spirit of consir,icncy for sets 
of order dcpcndcncies. 
Definition. A set I‘ of crder dependencies is proper if some nonempty instance 
satisfies I-, and is irnpropr otherwise. 
A finite stlt 1‘ of order dependencies is proper if no marked attribute of the form 
A or 4 appears on the right-hand side of any order dependency in r (but this 
condition is not necessary). 
It is clear that the only sets of order dependencies which correctly arise in practice 
l .irc’ proper. However, there are two reasons w!:y improper sets are included in ou! 
investigation. First, a user may incorrectly specify an improper set of order depcn- 
dcncies, whence the need for an algorithm for checking whether a set I’ is proper 
or improper (see Proposition 1.3 below). And second, even if :i stated result is 
predicated on the properness of a set of order dependencies, it is often useful to 
detcrminc where this assumption was utilized, and whether or not he result (or :I 
wcakcncd version thereof) still holds without it (see Theorem 3.2 below). 
The above dctinition was made without reference to an underlying set I/ of 
;lttributc*s. LJsing !thc ~xtcnded version of) Lemma 1.2, we now hue the following 
ifhe proof is omitted). 
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It is clear that each set of functional dependencies, if considered as a set of order 
d,:pendencie!@, is proper. 
We conclude the section by formally defining logical implication between order 
dependencies, and then making a few simple obser/ations about it. We need the 
following. 
Definition. An order dcpcnde~q sc1wnza (od-sclzmu ) is a pair (U, l-7, where U is 
a finite set of attributes and r is a set of order dependencies over U. An od-schema 
is proper (inzprupcv 1 if r is proper (improper 1. 
WC now have the ‘ollowing definition. 
Definition. Lc’t ( U, 1’1 he an od-schema and S an order dependency over U. Then 
/‘iq~$~rliy inrphs is (rckz~iw to I/ I, &noted r t=[: si (or I’ t-. 6 when U is understood) 
if, for each instance ( U, I), I t= I’ implies I I= 6. For each set II of order dependencicr; 
ovc’r CJ, write I‘ != J if i‘ := 6 for each S in J, and r I+ J otherwise. The fogicnl 
~*h~~ir~ of I‘ ~r~hIiiv to 111, denoted I” ” (or r’ when U is understood), is the set 
(fi /‘:=,,fY{. 
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for fjrder dependencies of the notion of agreements for functional dependencies 
z1 (see [3, 161). For each set f of order dependencies, we asscciate a set g(r) of 
comparators. We then (Theorem 2.6) characterize ((Y) the elements of Y?(r) in 
terlms of r, and (p ) the elements of f+ in terms of S(T). The results of this section 
are applied here to study Armstrong relations, and used in later sections for 
the development of mechanisms for inferring logical implication among order 
dependencies. 
To begin the discussion, let U be a finite set of attributes, and let II and L’ be 
in Tup( U). With regards to order dependency, the salient features of u and z’ are 
the relationships, fey each A in U, of u(A ) and z! (A ) relative to the ordering So. 
To formally describe these relationships, we have the following. 
Definition. For each attribute A, the attribute-comparators (for A) are the marked 
attributes A, A, + and 4. Given a finite set (1 of attributes, a U-comparator is a 
set of attribute-comparators, containing exactly one for each attr bute in U. 
A conzpmator is a U-comparator for some (finite) U. 
Comparators :Irisc in a natural manner from pairs of tupks (cf. the delinition of 
agrecmcnt in [ 16]\. 
Definition. Ixt U hc a finite set of attributes and II, t‘ in Tup(U L The ~‘WI~NU~~V 
o_f’ II with c, d,:notcd comp(rr, L’ 1, is the set {A a comparator /A in U, &]c}. For 
each instance /, i: t comp(Z ) = {comp(rr, h’ 1114, 2‘ i.1 I}. 
For each pair II, c of tuples in Tup( U), comp(ll, c ) is uniquely defined, comp(rr, c ) 
is a L.1 -comparator, and ll[comp(rl, L‘ )]c. 
For each r’c in Tup(U), comp(rt, II ) = U. Thus, given an instance I over U, U is 
in comp(I 1 itf I is nonempty. 
Finally, it is c;?sy to determine whether a U-comparator K is consistent. Indeed, 
K is consistent itf {A, d}n K z 44 for each attribute A with empty order, a;7d 
{A. 2. A}I? 1;; 7 I) for each attribute A with total order. (This follows from the 
dcfinitiks of empty, total, and general-partial order, and from the fact that each 
attribtite domain has at least two elements.) 
‘I‘k next rcsuh substantiates the claim that comparators completely characterize 
the features of pairs of tupks relevant to ordtmr dependency. The straightforward 
proof is omitted. 
We now define the set of comparators associated with a set of order dependencies. 
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IMnition. For each od-schema (U, f ), the sef of (U- ) cornparafors of r, denoted 
<?(u. /-‘) or %(I3 when U is understood, is the set {comp(u, o) 1 u and t’ in I for 
some instance CU. I) satisfyin;: r). 
As wc shall see. the set $7 ,‘) of comparators associated with the set f of order 
dependencies plays a role analogous to, using the notation of [ 161, the sets ~(3 ) 
of closed sets associated with a set LI of functional dependencies. 
Given an od-schema (U, r , each element of Z(f) is clearly consistent. Further- 
more, the set of comparator:, of the od-schema (CL tij) is the set of all consistent 
U-comparators. 
The next result relates the propcrncss of r with the set K(r). The proof is 
straightforward, and is omitted. 
M/c now dcscribc how the SI t ‘f (I‘) <>f comparators for I’ can be used to determine 
whcthcr an instance satisfies 1: {This is analogous to [ 16, Lemma 2.11.) 
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Intuitively, if n-l 5 N, then N is ‘at least as restrictive as’ A4, and hence N ‘contains 
at least as many conditions as’ M. An order dependency N + M is ‘universal’ (i.e., 
each instance over a set containing supp(MN) satisfies N 44) iff M c N. In fact, 
this statement still holds if the definition of order dependency is generalized to 
, 
permit marked attributes of the form A. 
Note that the definition of c implicitly dr:pends on the types of order associated 
with the given attributes. (For example, if .I-1 has total order, then A GC & but if A 
has empty order, then A G A.) Also, note that if N is inconsistent, then M c ,V for 
each M. Finally, it is easily verified for sets M, N of marked attributes thcit ICI c N 
implies M G N. 
The first of the two lemmas gives a ‘local’ characterization for wheG hf E N. The 
straightforward proof is omitted. 
(13 1 M is consistmt urid both of the jbllowing hold : 
t i ) For ~wch A ir, supp( MN ) with cvnpt_v order, 
( CY ) if (A, A, 4 \ n M f fl, thm (A, ,q. 4 } n N f (3, ad 
( p ) if 14( is irr M, then 4 is ill N. 
( ii) For each A in supp( MN) with total or general-partial order, 
((u I if A is in M, then either A is in N or both A’ and 4 are in X, 
c@) if A(+) is in M, then A(b) is in N, 
(y) if&&isin M,thenatleastoneof&Aor~ (,4,$orA)isin!V,and 
~3 ) Q general-partial order onl>* 1 if 4 is in M, then 4 is in N. 
III C;WS whcrc the right-hand side is consistent, G has a close relationship with 
t hc undcrl~ ins supports, as indicated by the following straightforward result (proof 
omitted). 
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l’roof. SupposIe M E comp(rlt, L’ ). Since )!I !comp(!c, z.? )]tl, it follows that u [A+. Now 
~pposc rr[M]c. Since comp(rl, c) is comistent, it follows directly from Lemma 2.4 
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Recall that a comparator K contains exactly one attribute-comparator for each 
iittribute in supp(K). Thus, if K and L are comparators, with L consistent, then 
K G L iff K c L. (Clearly, K r: II, implies K r_ L. The opposite implication comes 
from Lemma de. ‘) 4.) Hence, if X and Y are (finite) sets of attributes, then X c Y iff 
X r Y (whezrc X and Y are vewed in the latter as sets of marked attributes). Now 
suppose that II, L’ are in Tup( L’) and K is a comparator. Then rl[K]c iff (by Lemma 
2.51 K G compirr, c ) iff K c: comp(rr, ~1 . And if K is a U-comparator, then 
K :; comp(fr, 11 ) iff K = comp( I(, z? ). 
The second of the auxiliary concepts is that of ‘rcvcrsal’. 
Definition. The wt’crwl of a marked attribute a, denoted AR, is dcfincd by AR I= A, 
,sirz +,,$'=,$,R=&AR =A and‘$‘==,$.Th c r~~vst~I of a set M of markc,l 
dlttrihrrtc\, dcnotcd hl”, is the set {AR i/i in M]. 
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2.5. Assume MR G K. Then o[M~]LI, ;vhence c[M]u. Thus c[N]u, so u[N~]c and 
NR~K. 
Now suppose that K is a consistent U-comparator and that for each A4 -+ N in 
I-‘, M c K implies AT c K and MR G K implies NR c K. Let I = {u, v} be an instance 
such that comp(rr, o)= K. To see that K is in %(I-‘) it suffices to show that 1 k= r. 
Let M + h‘ be in l-‘. By Proposition 1.3 (since r is proper). u[M]u implies ~[N]LI, 
and tl[M]~ implies v[N]c. It remains to prove that u[M]v implies 14 [N]c and 
c[M]lr implies c[N]cc. But these results follow from Lemma 2.5 and the fact that 
c[L]u iff U[LR]c for each set L of marked attribute5. 
(b) First, suppose that f is improper. Then r logically implies each order 
dependency M + N. On the other hand, %‘<r) = Q) by Proposition 2.2. Hence, the 
condition l .M C_ K implies N C_ K for each K in %(I’)” is vacuously satisfied for 
each order dependency M + N. 
Now suppose that f is proper. Furthermcre, suppose that f k M -+ n(r, K is in 
Y-‘(r) and M G K. Then there is an instance: cU, I) satisfying r and a pair II, c of 
tuples of I such that comp(rr, L’) = K. By Lemma 2.5, u[M]c. Since I i-= A4 -+ N, 
if[N]c. By Lemma 2.5 again, N c K. This establishes the necessity. 
To see the sufficiency, suppose that M c K implies N c K for each K in ‘N‘L 
Let (Cf. I ) he an instance satisfying I-. Assume 11 and L’ are (not necessaril / distinct 1 
tuples in I. with lr[M]r*. Clearly K = comp(u, c) is in %(f 1, and M c k by Lemma 
2.5. By hypothesis, N G K. B Lemma 2.5 again. rr[N]c. Therefore, I k M-44 
as desired. 
The final scntcncc of the theorem is obvious. El 
The condition in (a) of Theorem 2.6 that MR G K impiies NR G K is used in 
the proof. Spccitically, it k :+plied when showing, for 14, c such that rr[K ]c, that 
rl[M]~1 implies l$I\r’]lf. !ndeed, the condition cannot be dropped from the charac- 
tcrization. (For example, suppose U = {A, El}, with both A and B having general- 
partial order. Le1 I’ = +i + !?) and K = Al?. Then r is proper by Proposition 1.3, 
and K is consistent ilowcc’cr, K is nc>? in %(I3 even though A c 46 implies 
I? -, Al-x, 
WL~ now apply the previous rc‘sults to consider the zxistcnce of Armstrong 
relations for sets of order dependencies. (As shown in [2S], Ar:nstrcq relations 
:vt‘ useful in the (logical I database design process.) In particular, we firs: show that 
no Armstrong rclafion exists for some such sets. Then we present a sl:ificicnt (but 
not nc’ct’ssarv) condition on a set of order dependencies to imply the existence of 
311 Arnistrclng relation. 
Following Fagin [ 131, we have the following. 
Definition. Let (U, I‘) hc an od-schema. An’ ’ Arrzzstrortg rckatior~ for r (rehtiw 
to U 1 is an instance (U, I ) such that I i= f but I tf 6 for each order dependency h‘ 
i)vc’:* I_/ not in I’+. 
may he infinite. 
to have an infinite n amhcr 
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Suppose that (U, r) is an improper od-schema. Then r’ is the set of all dependen- 
rics over U, and the empty instance i s ~7r1 Armstrong relation for r (In fact, it is 
the only Armstrong relation for K) In Gew of this, we only consider proper sets 
of order dependenkes in the remainder af this section. 
Wc now present a generali condition (in terms of comparators) which implies 
that no Armstrong relation exists for a given set oi order dependencies. We then 
apply this condition to exhibit a set of order dependencies with no Armstrong 
relation. 
Lemma 2.7. Let I U, IT be m od-schcr~ta. Supposr that A and B are two crttribrrte~ 
with t/w propcrtic9 that r if Ci + A, r F C9 -+ B, mid for euch compnmtor K irz %(r 1 
dlwr A is irl K or B is irl .K. Thw r hs no Arrnstrorlg rdation. 
Proof. Supposc (CJ, II is ;UI instance satisfying r. Wc first show that 
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lr(B) =c(B) and B is again in K. In either case, B is in K. Hence, A or B is in 
each comparator of IT Thus r satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2.7, whence I’ 
has no Armstrong relation. !Il 
Remark. In the above proof the set r ={A + B) was shown not to have an 
Armstrong relation. This situation (i.e., the absence of an Armstrong relation) is 
not peculiar to the presence in r of at least one marked attribute of the form A. 
For example, let U = {A, B, C, D, E, F} be a set of six attributes, each having total 
order, and let r = {AH + c, &3 --, 15, f?c + & EC --, e, I% --, 4, F. -+ fi}. It can be 
shown that r satisfies the condition of Lemma 2.7 (for A and B), and thus has no 
Armstrong relation. r has the interesting property that each marked attribute 
occurring in r is of the form c or G. 
In Lemma 2.7, comparators were used to determine the nonexistence of Arrn- 
strong relations. By contrast, we now present a condition of a set ‘t (1’) of comparz- 
tot-s which is sufficient (but not necessary) to imply the existence of an Armstrong 
relation. 
Proof. Since c:~ch attribute domain is infinite, without loss of generality we ma! 
Cissume that S = {-n, -01 - 1 1. . . . , 0, . . . , 12) E Dom(ll ) for each A in I/, where 11 
is an integer to be chosen later. WC may assume further that if ‘4 has total order 
then the restriction of 5. A to S is the usual order on the integers. 
Suppose 14 and I’ are in Tup(C/), with the domain values of II and, 1: all in 
{ - 1, 0, 1). If j is in (0, . . . , II -- I ), let L‘ +jrr be the tupli- ~1 in Tup( U) defined by 
u (A ) - r*(A ) +jrc(A ) for each A in I/. For each instance I with all domain values 
in ( - 1, I), l}, Ict I + jir = {tf +ju / c in I}. 
I-et H be the tuplc in Tup(U) defined by H(A ) = 0 for each A in U. Let K be a 
comparator in t (/‘) such that for each A in U, c)i is in K ;I! 1’ b C3-+A. It is easily 
seen that there is a tuple H* in Tup(U 1, all of whose domain values arc in (-- I, 0, 11, 
suc11 that H[K]w, i.e., comp(#, it’ ) -= K. Without loss of generality, we may assume 
that whcnc\,cr ,4 has empty order and 4 is in K then HO ) =-I 1. Since K is in %?f ). 
\o ic k rR. 13~ Proposition 2.1, {#, ~tq) F= f. 
I_ct IT1, . . . , (rI lx ;m enumeration of all the order dcpdndencies over U not in 
/ 
7 b 
, and choose II r 2(. By Theorem 2.6, for each j, 1 “j 7.1 I, there is a comparator 
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K, in %(T)such thatMi c Ki andA$ GZ Kj whereq = M_ + Ni. Foreachj, let& = {II,, ~‘i} 
be an instance with the foilowing properties: 
(i ) llj[Kj]Cj, 
(ii) the domain values c,f u, and ci are ali in (0, l}, and 
(iii 1 for each A in U, if rr,(A ) = ci( 4 ), ~!Y~I rii(A ) = 0. 
For each j, I, clearly exists, I; t= I’ (since K, = ,:omp@, ci)) and I, E+ uj (by Lemma 
2.51. Also,, if V)+A is in rc, then (iii) implies that tdj(A )= vi(A) == 0 for all j. 
Let I = IJ; =! (1, + Z~W J. We shall show that I is an Armstrong relation for r. 
First, suppose that u is an order dependency not in f? Then t7 = q for some j, 
B --.: j s 1. Since Z, of uj, it readily follows that ~1~ + 2j\tl) tit cri. Hence I I# v,, i.e., I tf (T 
as desired. 
It remains to sh<)w that I F IY By Proposition 2.3 it suff ces to prove that 
comp(l)c WI’). Let 14 and L’ be in I. If II = C, then compk c I = U is in W(r) by 
Propositilon 2.2 (since r IS proper). Suppose 11 and ~7 are in li +2jtr* for some j. 
Without loss of generality, (since E(f) is closed under reversal) we may assume 
that II = 14, + 2jw and c = U, + 2jr~. It is easily seen that comv(rc, z* 1 = comp(z+ L’, ) = Ki, 
which is in ~3r’). Finally, suppose u is in I, +2jrrq and L’ is in II, + XW for some 
i f k. Without loss of generality, WC‘ may assume that i < k. We now show that 
compcrc, L’ ‘1 = comp(O, 1~) = K, so that compbc, V) is in (G(1’). 
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now present corollaries, each a sufficient for a of 
order to have Armstrong relation. first extends the larger 
of order the well-known that sets functional depen- 
have Armstrong [I]. The corollary concerns dept;+ 
dencies which each attribute appearing of the A or 
Corollary 2.10. Let I/ a finite of attributes, each with infinite domain and 
each with either empty or total order. ” 771erz each set r of fknctiorzal depmdencies 
owr U lzm art ArmWortg rdation. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume (0, 1)~ Dam(A) for each ,4 in 
U, and 0 52 A 1 for each A with total order. Let u and c be tuples over U with 
domain fralues in (0, 1) such that, for each ~4 in U, M(A) = ~(-4) iff r I= C~-W%. It
is easi!y veriticd that {II, L’) t= r. Hence comptu, t’) is in WI’). Since each set of 
functional dcpcntlencics is proper, the conclusion follows by Proposition 2.9. ‘7 
Proof. WC may assume that (0, l} 2 Dom(A \ and 0 c$ 1 for each /c, in I/. Let 0 
:md 4 be the tuples over L/ defined by &A) = 0 and _liA) = 1 for each /\ in Il. 
It iu easily verified that (0, 1) ,= /‘, whence comp(H, 1) = (A jA in tJ i is in X (1-l. 
Ukarly camp@. 1) satisfies the hypotnescs of Proposition 2.9, so that r h;ls an 
Armstrong relation. 7 
Example 2.12. Lc‘t 1.7 = (iz, B, C} be a >et of three attributes, each with total order 
and intinite domain. For each D in I/, suppose that (0, 1) G Dam(L)) and 0 <=D I. Let 
I = {I 1. 0. 0). (0, 1, 01, ro, 0, I r! 
is in ‘Ltl’) and neither A nor B is in K. It suffices to show that C is in K. If A!‘!j 
is in K, then C’ is in K since /@ -+ C is in 17’. Similarly, /Jg is in K implies hat C 
is in K. Suppose k? is in K. Then c cz K by Theorem 2.6. By Lemma 2.4 tither 
cm’ or c‘ is in K. If C is in K, then AC in Y implies B is in K, a contradiction. Thus 
C’ is in K in this case. Similarly, @ ir K implies that C is in K. Thus, C is in K 
for all possible cases of the marked att%utcs for A ;wd R. 
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To start the formal discussion, let U be a fixed nonempty finite set of attribu+e.j. 
The marked attributes of I/ will be the variables in our modified propositional 
calculus.‘4 
Definition. An (or&r 1 is of U. 
The formulas of the are defined recursively as follows. 
Definition. The family of (or&r) formuh tow U) is the smallest family of 
1 in the following way. 
Note thitt the ahov~c 
) v F$ ) for A ). And some formulas arc satisfied by no 
I I-comparator cc.g., d, r\ t xb ) for each formula d, and ~4 r\ 4 ) for each attribute A i. 
‘I’hc intcrprctation of the formulas given above naturally Icads to the following 
ii~1tions of implication and cquivnltNcc. 
It is clear that implication is transitive among formulas, and that equivalence is 
an equivalence relation. Furthermore, conJunction (A) and disjunction (v ) are 
commutative and associative (i.e., 41 ~42)=(42 4%) and ((qh A&) mbd= 
cc;bl A(& A &j, and similarly for v j. 11: view of this, we adopt the convention of 
omitting parentheses from formulas if the intended (equivalence class of) formula(s) 
is unambiguous. 
There is a number of other equivalences which will be of use to us in the sequel. 
WC now list them (without proof). 
WC now turn to the interpretation of order dependencies within the above 
framework, To motivate this interpretation, we first introduce notation which allows 
II\ 10 dcc;c~-I~C, using formulas, relationships betwtxn pairs of tupies. 
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Proposition 3.3. Le1 ( U, r) be Q proper od-schema, let’.” 
9=//{&M-,N),&MR +NR)IM+Nirzf,NfV)), 
and kt K be a comislent U-comparator. 
Proof. Since K is consistent, there are tuples LJ, u in Tup( U) such that comp(u, L’ ) = 
K. Suppose that K is in cG(f ). Then (II, c} I= K Let M 4V be in r with N #C3. 
Then u[M]L’ implies 14 [N]t’, whence ~[q5 <M -j N )]c by Lemma 3.2. Also, ; [M]u 
implies c[N]u, so u[~?I~]L. implies u[N~]c. By Lemma 3.2, e&5 (MR -p WR)]t~. Since 
this holds for each order dependency A4 + N in f with N 4, it follows that rl[@]r!, 
ix., K k cfi. 
Now suppose that, K t= @, ix., @]c. To show that comp(l4, c) is in ‘6(r), it 
suf-Rccs to show that JI, o} t= I: Let M -j N hc in fY By Proposition 1.3 (,sincc f is 
proper), ~r[M]u imp ies lr[N]lr, and c[M]c implies c[N]c. Suppose u[M]u. If 
N = 0. then lr[N]c trivially. If N #c), then &A4 -+ N) is a conjunct of 4, so 
I&I&M + N)]v. Since u[M]c, u[N]c by Lemma 3.2. Finally, suppose t5at u[M]lc. 
Again, if N = 0, then c[N]rr trivially. Thus suppose N # 43. Then q5 (ME + NR) is a 
conjunct in #, whence u[&MR + NR)]~. Since c[M]u, it follows that ~1 ‘MR]t’. I31 
Lemma 3.2, r,[N’]r~ Thus rq[N]cr. 7 
In this subsection WC‘ modify the formula (D of Propo;ition 3.3 so that it is 
ccsscntially) in conjunctive normal form. The modified formula is theu extended 
in such a way that it characterizes when an arbitrary U-comparator is in ??‘(/‘I (in 
contrast to the formula (lz, which characterizes when a corzsistent U-comparator is 
in f (I‘) 1. This dtxelopment is summarized in Proposition 3 7; 
As a tirst step, we define a particular type of normal form for order formulas 
and prove, in essence, that each order dependency formula has a normal form 
cyuivalcnt. 
Definition. An older- formula is in restrictt’d rzorrnai form if it is of the shapt‘ 
.+i I Lj . . . v ti,,, whcrc II ~3 1 and each A, is a comparator variable. 
WC tirst show ~l.ctnnx~ 3.31 that for each order depcbndency of the shape M -+A 
WIWC .i is ;\ marked attribute), thcrc is ;I formula 4. in restricted normal form, 
which i? quivalcnt to q5 (M + .4 1. 
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(iii) C-A/~) = A VL$, and 
(iv) CA -I& = V {A’iA’ is a comparator variable for A and doe3 not occur in 
wi I). 
It is easily veritkd that for each veriable a, (i) a =(~(a), and (ii) --IA =u( Ed). 
Furtherimore, the signature of each variable qnd of each negated variable is a 
formula in restricted normal form. 
Tf;.: concept of signature is now extended to order dependencies with shape 
M -+A. Note that these signatures are again in restricted normal form. 
I>efinition. [,ct M -+a be an order dependency with d a marked attribute. The 
sigrmtw-c of M - a, &noted c~(M -+A ), is the formula’” (V {v( -IE 116 in M}) v 
rrl A 1. 
‘The motivation for this definitiorl is given in the following lemma. 
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The inclusion of the conjuncts cr(MR+dR) is to allow C(r) to play the role of 
the formula @ of PropoGtion 3.3, as will now be shown. 
Lemma 3.5. Let ( U, r) 1,~ ~1 proper od-schema und K n consistent I/-cornparcmr. 
Therr K is irt ??(I’? iff K I= C(T). 
Proof. Let r’ = {M +a $ in N for some M + N in r}. It is easily verified that, 
for each instance I, I b I’ iff I t= r’. Therefore r” is proper and Y?(Y) = Z(r). Let 
~=~{4cMja),4(MR-*a)IM~A inr’}. 
By Lemma 3.4, $ =z(r). The result then follows from Proposition 3.3. ‘13 
As WC have seen, the formula S(T) can be regarded as a conjunction of restricted 
normal forms which encode the dependencies in /‘Y A similar encoding is now 
developed for the types of order of the underlying attribute domains, i.e., empty, 
total. or gcncral-partial. This is needed so that the hypothesis of K king crxlsistent 
in Lemma 3.5 can be dropped. I 
Definition. For each attribute A in U, let W’U, called the domain spcci’cuticm of 
‘4, b< 
! i I ,i v .4 I A if A has total order, 
(ii 1 A v 4 if-A has empty order, and 
I iii) .;i’ v A v A v t$ if A has general-partial order. 
_I([’ b (or A if C;is understood), called the domuh spmficr~tiot~ of U, is the formula 
,\ {f%A &4 in C}. 
It is eiisij!, seen tbt J is a conjunction of restricted normal forms. The next 
kmn;,t substantiates the claim tha! J is a syntactic encoding of the types of order 
of the underlying attribute domains. (The straightforward proof is omitted.) 
(‘ombining Lemmas 3.S WK~ S.6, WC now show that the comparators of .fl (1‘) 
;trc charactcrixd I>!* it conjunction of rcstrictcd normal forms. 
Prooli’. 1 xt K tx in % (/‘). CIeiir1y K is consistent. Thus K ‘1 Yr(l’) by Lemma 3.5 
and K := _l( U ) [I,,: L,cmma 3.6, and so K l= E(T) A 3( CO. Conversely, suppasc 
K I= E(r) ,\J(I.J). Thus K c= J(U) and K t= I(lT), whence K is consistent by 
Lemma 3.5, and K is in KU’ f hl’ Lemma 3.5. 3 
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3.3. A pplicr: tiorzs 
The results of the previous two subsef:tionL - sre now applied to obtain three useful 
results. The first involves transforming the formula C(f) A A(U) into (what is 
essentially) disjunctive normal form, and describing how the resulting formula can 
be simplified to Llist’ the elements of g(T) (Thexem 3.11). In turn, this result is 
used as a basis for an algorithm (Algorithm 3.12) which specifies a direct method 
For computing q(r). Finally, the algorithm is refined to obtain another algorithm 
(Algorithm 3.13), which specifies a procedure for determining whether I-’ k P + Q. 
-To obtain the first result, we need the following. 
Notation. Let (U, I’) be a proper od-schema. Let 
,v~cl=/\ra;v,..va;,il~i~i?}, 
where each & is a comparator variable. Let 
flAV/(/$’ /\. . l II A d r:, 1 1 s j, -S jk for each i, i s 1 c-- 11) 
It is clear that R has form analogous to disjunctive normal form of propositional 
CaictlhJS, Cllb._ ‘4 E A A = A&? by Proposition 3.1 (ii). The following lemma (proof omitted) 
now easily fokws from Propktion 3.7. 
Intuitivtzly, Lemma 3.8 car1 ijt2 int~~rprcted as follows. Each conjunction tt+, 
qxxifics a condition on I/-c:>mparators which is sufficicnf to imply tllat K is in 
f, (1’1. Furthermore, the set {CO!, / 1 *<p Y q} is *complete’ in the .;~nst‘ that each 
comparator K in ‘(:W) satisfies a; least one q,. 
WC now consider the possible forms of the conjunctions o,,. First, WC note that 
a hc fo!lowing holds. 
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Definition. A conjunction A:=, Ri of m 2 1 comparator variables Ai is confiicfing 
if, for some attribute A, the set {A, 4, A, 4) n{A, 11 s i s m} has more than one 
element, and is nonconflicfing otherwise. 
It is clear that no U-comparator satisfies a conflicting conjunction. This suggests 
the following. 
Notatiow. Let {$,I 1 s .S s I) be the set of all nonconflicting q,, 1 s p s q, *md let 
llr/ =v:.=, (ls 
From Lemma 3.8 we immediately get the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.10. 7%~ fTollowing are equioaknt for each CJ-comparator K : 
(i) K is in %‘(I?, 
(ii) K t= *, trrfd 
Thus, the set {$, 11 . 5 s s t} can be viewed as a *complete’ set of conditions suHicient 
to imply that a U-comparator is in E(T), the same as {w, 11 sp ~(1). 
The following provides a mechanism for considering each conjuncion +, as a 
set of attribute comparators. 
Notation. For each nonconflicting conjunction & = r\:’ 1 A, of comparator variables, 
let K($)={a,;l-.-i-:U}. 
For & as above, K($) is a compxator (although not necessarily a U-compara!orj. 
WC art’ now ready for the main result of the section. 
Proof. WC first show that 
each element of K( \I/ ) is a U-comparator. 13.1) 
Thus let K lx in K ( V L Then K = K (41, I for some s, 1 <c :: c t. Since II/, is nonconflict- 
ing and $, = w,, for some p (so that supptK) = I/ by Lemma 3.91, J&Q, 1 is a 
U-comparator, i.e., (3. ! ) holds. 
Now supposc K is a U-comparator. Ry Lemma 3.10, K is in %(Tl iff K L= (I/, 
for some s, 1 5 s 5 1. Since KC& ) is a I/-comparator by (3.11, K I== (I/, off K 5= KM, 1. 
The equality ?Wj = K ( P) now f9llows. ‘3 
As mentioned earlier, the above theorem holds if the definition of order depen- 
dency is altered to allow marked attributes of the forri’l 4. Also, since functional 
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d zpendency is a special case of order depcndcqcy, the development of this section 
can be used to gain insight into lo&t1 implic-Ition and closed sets for functional 
dependency. Finally, it can be shown that if (U, 
1’ is prope; iff L/ is in K(q). 
7) is an arbitrary od-schema, then 
Wc now summarize the development leading up to Theorem 3.11. Beginning 
with a proper od-schema (U, r), the order formulas C(T) and A(U) were calculated 
(in a purely formal manner). Using a formal manipulation analogous to the transfor- 
mation from conjunctive normal form to disjunctive normal form in propositional 
calculus, the formula z’(T) A ;1( U ) was transfctrmed into the formula 0 = 
“,/ {CO,,) 1 c-p -< y}, w erc each wP is a conjunction of compxator variables. Then J-2 h 
was reduced to V’ = V (4, ] 1 s s 5 I} by remo 
I 
ing all of the conflicting conjunctions 
in U. again a formal manipulation. ,4nd final y, the set of t/-comparators K (P I= 
(K(r,b, ) t 1 - z s --.I r} was readily computed from P. I’l-us, the formalism introduced in 
this section can isc mcrchanically used to build. a formula ‘I’ which essentially ‘lists’ 
f t/-I. 
We now present two (informaNy dcscr i!~tli algorithms based on the ahove 
dcvclopmcnt. In particular, we ((u) describe a direct method of calculating <(I’) 
from (what is essentially) z’ A A, and (p ) modify r_,lis method to determine whether 
/’ : = I’ --) Q. The proofs of the correctness of t tww algorithms arc straightforward 
:tnd omitted. 
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Algorithm 3.13. Detertnining whether f I= P + Q. 
Input: (U, I3 and P - 0. 
Output: Determining whether f i= P- Q. 
Procedure: As in Algorithm 3.12, use Proposition 1.3 to determine whether f 
is proper. If r is improper, then f I= P + 0. Suppose r is proper. Check whethel 
P is consistent, If P is inconsistent, then f t= P+Q. Suppose that P is consistent. 
Calculate 
.‘p = tr{(M --)a ), cr(MR +AR)/M 4V in r’, A in IV). 
For each A in supp(P), compute 
tYtA)=V{/ii/i is a consistcn t attribute comparator over A and 
{A! in P/i a marked attribute over A) G A}. 
St3 ’ 
‘I“ = {iS'(A ,/A in supp~P)}u{cS(A )/A in U -supp(P)]. 
IJsing 9’. determine the family {K,, . . . , K,,} 0’ consistent C/-compxators such 
that P E Kl for each i, 1 s i s II. (The technique of Algorithm 3.12 1s employed 
hertz. with ii”’ hazing used instead of 9.) As in Algorithm 3.12, select from this 
family the subfamily {K,,, . . . , K,,} of comparators K yuch that, for each formula 
/i, v - * * VA,,, in .Y’, a, is in K for some j, 1 --y j ~5 HZ. For each k, 1 5 k 52 I, cheek 
whcthcr Q c: K,,. If this is true for eac!~ k, then I‘ != P -+ Q (by Theorem 2.6(b)). 
If riot, then I‘ = P -+ Q is false. 
AI; with Algorithm 2.1 2, this algorithm has at worst exponential running time. 
Since deciding logical implication is, in the general case, co-NP-complete (see 
Section 5 1, it is likely that exponential running time cannot be substantially reduced. 
4. Inference rules 
W begin by bricfIy rc\icwing the well-known notions of &inference rules’, formal 
‘proof’ using inftxcnce rules, *soundness’ and ‘completeness’ 14, 271 with respect 
to order dependencies. 
An (order dcpcndency) inference rule is a formal expression used to deduce an 
order dependency a set of other oraer G >nendencies (and possibly from set- 
thcorctic rt2lationships~. [,Jsing this (ad1 -.,~rcdly informal) basis, we have the 
following. 
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INinition. Let (I/, /‘) bc an od-schema and 9 a set of inference rules. A prooj 
frrrn I‘ using .P (relative to I/) is a !:equence yI, . . . , yn of order dependencies 
ovc’r U such that for each i, 1 s i 5 I:, either yi is in r or yi follows from the 
application of some inference rule in 9 to some subset of (y I, . . . , yi ,}. If y is an 
order dependency over U, then a procf of y from l’ using 9 (relative to U) is a 
proofyl,..., yn from I‘ using 9, wher2 y,, = y. An order dependency y is ~~ounhk 
frr,m I’ using .9 (relative to I/) if there is a proof Of y from I-’ using 9. In this case 
WC write [’ G--.~.~/ y (with ,ir and/or U omitted if understood from the conte.xt ). 
‘I‘hc *correctness of a set of infcrenr*c rum is formally described by the following 
ckfinition. 
ikfinition. A set .Y of infcrcncc rubs is sorrrd if for each od-schema (1.1, L’\ and 
or-&r &:pcndcncy y over I/, I’ :- y implies 1’ I-= y. 3 is cotupkVc if, for each 
~~d-cc‘h~ma ill, (3 and order dependency y over U, r I= y implies I’ I-- y. 
‘1-o 4t:ltt~ the infcrcncc rules, the following will hc used. 
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We now demonstrate the soundness of the L h~vt: set of inference rules. 
Notation. Let 9; = {OD 1, . . . , OD7). 
Proposition 4.1. 77~ set .9 is sound. 
Proof. Let (U, r) be an od-schema and yl, . . . , y,, a proof from I’ using 9. To 
show that I-’ I= y,, it suffkes to show for each i, 1 s i c n, that I-’ u{yl, , . . , yI 1} I= yt. 
Let i be in (1,. . . , t;}. If yi is in f or follows from any one of ODl, . . . , OD6, 
then it is easily seen that L~{yl, . . . , 7; 1) + 11~. 
Now suppose that y, follows from 0D7. Then y, = M -+ A and yi -- 8-+ 6 for 
some j < i, where A4 = supp(M), A is in U and fi is a marked attribute. Suppose 
that (U, I) satisfies I’ u{yl, . . . . yI ,}. Then : t= M -+ A, and hence 1 is empty. 
therefore I t(‘)-,B,and~v{y,,...,y, l}t=y; asdesircd. El 
The intuition behind 0D7 can now be explained in the context of th.z above 
proof. Suppose that for *<ome M, where M = supp(M’j, M -+ a arises ir, a proof 
from E Consequently, only the empty instance satisfies 1-, i.e., r is improf,cr. Frorn 
this it immediately follows that r !== (0+ G for each linear marked attribute 6. 
Wc now turn to proving the completeness of 9. In fact, we demorlstratc two 
results. namely, that (a) 9 is complete, and (b) .P -{OD7} is ‘compicte’ if onI\, 
proper od-schcmas arc considered. Formally, we have the following. 
Notation. Let .u” = (0 I, . . . , OIM). 
The Clrgunlcnt rcquircs a scrics of Icmmas. The first concerns infcrcnccs from 
irnprol,lcr sets of order dcpendcncics. 
Proof. Let y - 1’3 0. whei-c 0 = 6, - . - CA;, (cxh i; it hIcar marked attribute). 
and let LI be in Tup( U). Since r is improper, {u} p r by Proposition 1.3. Thus, 
there is some M + N in r such that rr[M]u is true but rl[N]u is false. Since ~r[M]rt, 
M z U =comp(U, U) by Lemma 2.5. By ODl, I’ C., U-+M. Since rd[N]u is false, 
&her- (CU ) N is inconsistent, or (/3 1 N is consistent and k or A is in N for s;omc 
:ittributc A. (If N only contains marked attributes of the form-A, A and 4, then 
~[N]zd obviously holds.) 
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We now show that 
r c., fl+(?; foreachi, 1Gi~ (4.1) 
S lppose ((Y) holds. Select some A in U. Then A E N, since there are no tuples ~1 
alld 14~ such that u~[N]u~. By ODl, r‘ t-%g N+A. Since r t4 U +M, r t-,M +N 
aild I‘ L-g N j/i ; I’ -.+ C’ -+ A by two applications of OD3. Clearly, U = supp(U). 
Tnus, by OD’7, r c,, fl+ (?‘; for each i. Now suppose (p ) holds. Assume A is in N 
for some attribute A. Then A c N, and again r I--.g N + A by ODl. As before, it 
follows that r C, v) -+ i: for each i. Finally, assume 4 c N. Then a similv argument 
(using OD4 as wet! as ODl and 0D3) shows that r C.9 v)-, Pi for each i. Thus 
(4,1) holds. 
Since C3 5 P, it follows from (4.1), ODl and OD3 that r t-.g P + ?i for each i. 
Tf;cn I- I-.# P 4’ c, . . . c,,. (By induction, suppose r t--., P + e1 . - l c,. Since 
p, . , f.7 p, , I, /‘ i-,.l PC, + 1 --+ c, . l . Pi+ l by 0D2. Since r t- J P + ej+ 1 and P G P, 
I’--./ P+Pc’,q by 0D2. Then r ‘F-$ P + c, . . . ?,+,. by OD3.) 0 
In view of thf: above lemma, to completnl the proof of Theorem 4.2 :t sul~c~s 
to show (b). The next lemma indicates that we need only consider order dependen- 
cies with one marked attribute on tht: right. 
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Because of Lemma 4.4, the proof of Theorem 4.2 will be completed by showing 
that r’ t-9, P- c. To accomplish this, we present a lengthy development based on 
a particular context-free grammar G and five len-.mas. (We assume that the reader 
is familiar with the concepts of context-fr be grammar and the languages they 
generate [ 15, 20].) In what follows, we introduce and use certain components of 
G. Later, we shall define G itself. 
Suppose u and v in Tup(ll) are such that (i) (14, v} I= r, and (ii) u[P]v. Since 
r b P + c, u[e]v. We now introduce objects called descriptors for analyzing pairs 
II, v which satisfy (i) and iii;. (The descriptors will be the variables of the context-free 
grammar G.) 
Definition. A descriptor is a quadrup!e (K, L, M, C) f (c1, (r3, v). Cl}, where 
(a) K is a set of linear attribute comparators, 
(h) L is a set of linear marked attributes, 
(c) M is a set of attributes, each with total order, and 
(d, z‘* 1s a set of order dependencies, each with a single marked attribute on the 
right. 
CJiven a descriptor (K, L, M, Z), K may contain more than one attribute sompara- 
tor over a given attribute and hence be inconsistent. Likewise, L may be inct ,i;sistent. 
Also, since U is finite, the set of descriptors (over U) is finite. 
The following provides a mechanism fol using descriptors to describe tb * relation- 
ship between a pair of tuples. 
Suppose that S = (K, L. kf, 2’) is a Jescriptor and ,V is a proper set of order 
dependencies. Then for II, c in Tup(U, u[&S)]C iff ~[K]c, u[L]c and (II, c} b z’. 
(The significance of M will become apparent shortly.) 
The start variable of our grammar G is now defined. 
Notation. Let So - (&, L,,, M,,, C,,), w h ere K,, =kj, L,,= P, M,, = (A IA has total 
order} and Z,, -L /I’. 
I’hc fallowing is immediate cand the proof is omitted). 
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In particular, ca [4 (&)]c implies u [C]C. 
Suppose that r4[&So)]t’. Then So s:>ecifies certain characteristics concerning the 
relationship between u and v. Howeve,, it does not necessarily specify the exact 
relationship between ~4 and t‘, i.e., comp(u, t)). We now introduce formalism which 
allows us to calcuiate (essentially) all possible values of comp(u, 1~) for pairs 14, o 
satisfying rr[&So)]c. This formalism will then be used to show that r’ C-,l P + e. 
The terminal symbols of the grammar G are given in the following definition. 
Ylefinition. A descriptor (K, L, M, 2) is ttwninal if either (a) K is inconsistent, or 
0-1) K is corkistent, L = 69, A4 = v) and, for each order dependency IV+ g in S, 
PJ z K and N” if K. 
For an intuitive understanding of this notion, suppose S = (K, L, 111, 1) is terminal, 
id4 in I/ ;A has total order} C_ supp(K) and K is consistent. Let LI, u in Tup(U) bc 
,uch that ii) u[K]r, and (ii 1 for each A not in supp(K ), u[~]v. It is easily verified 
that II [Q!AS )]c, and hence that (II. c} t= 2. Thus, S campletely specifies a value for 
compclr. L’ J, namely K Lj {,$I A in I/ - supp( K I}, such that (14, V} k z‘. 
‘I-he symbol S,, is not terminal. (To set‘ this, suppose the contrary. Since Kc, = 0, 
it is consistent. Also, L [I = P = CR MO = {A 1 A t ws total order} = k), and for each 
dcpcndcncy N --+ i in z‘,, = r’, N g K,, and NR g K,,. Since M,, =Cj, each attribute 
in U has empty or general-partial order. Hence, there exist II and 1‘ in Tup(U I 
such that II[~ ] q f L or c;ich A in U. Then rl[&So)lc. Since IT’ is proper, (14. C} ?= I“ 
13)’ Ixmma 4.5. Since P = L,, -= k!, rr[P]~. And since (I? is lintxr, ~[?]1* is false. Thus 
(11. 1 ; :r’ Y+ (1: wtl~ncc 1” rf- P -+ ?, a contradiction. I 
WC arc now readq’ for the grammar G. 
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(R4) for each linear marked attribute a, 
(a) (K, L,M,2u{N-=+~}) - (K,LA,M,,r-{Nd}) 
ifNcKandNRgK, 
(b) (K,L. flf,h~{N+~}) - (K,LdR,M,Z:-{N+d}> 
ifNRCKandNgK, 
(c) (K,L,M,~J{N+A}) - (K,LadR.M,E-{N-d}) 
ifN EK andNRzK. 
Before continuing, we briefly indicate the intuition motivating the productions 
of G. Suppose that S = (K, L, M, E) is a nonterminal descriptor and that 1r[4[S]r 
for 14, t‘ in Tup(U). Speaking intuitively, the first component, K, of S gives very 
specific information about comp(u, c ) (namely, that K c comp(rr, t‘ J). The other 
components give less specific information about comp(u, c ). (E.g., if A is in L, then 
A or A is in comp(rr, c ), and if A is in M, then exactiy one of A, A or + is in 
comp(u, L’).) The productions of G constitute a mechanism for translating ‘vague- 
information in the second, third and fourth components in a descriptor into mow 
specific information in the first and second components. 
We begin our formal treatment of the grammar G by noting fou- tsscntial 
properties of the productions in R. 
Proof. Consider (a ). The proofs that productions of type R 1, R2 and R3 have the 
specified property are c;raightforward, and omit;ed. Suppose now that the produc- 
tion is of type R3fa). Thus II = 1, K, = K, MI = A4 and. for some order dependency n * 
,Y -* A, N ---* A is in C, N E K, N R G K, 2, =C --(N -*ii} and L1 =L,i Suppose 
fur:hcr that II, 1’ in Tup( U) satisfy u[qW)]~ Thun 
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We now demonstrate that II[N~]c is false, which implies &5(NR + A”)]v. 
Obviously comp(u, v ) is consistent. Since u[K]v, K c comp(u, c) by Lemma 2.5. 
T’lcn K c comp(rr, c) by the comment after Lemma 2.5. Thus supp(comp(u, v) - 
K I = suppkomp(u, c))-supp(K). By (a) of the corol!ary to Lemma 2.4 
knee K is consistent), supp(NR) = supp(N) E supp(K). Hence supp(NR) n 
sq?p(comp(u, v) -K) =61). By (b) of the corollary to Lemma 3.4, NR c K iff 
NK c: comp(ct, c ). By assumption, NR ~5 K, whence NR EZ comp(rl, t’ ). By Lemma 
2.5. ;r[NR]c is false. This completes the proof for type R4(a). 
The proofs for types R4(b) and R4(c) are analogous, and omitted. 
Parts ib) and (c) of the lemma are immediate. 
Finaliy, consider (d). Suppose f’ t-.9, K&i -+ 6 for each i. If the production 
s --+.~I ’ * - S,i is of type Rl, then r’ t-.ge KL -+ 6 since KL = KILI. Suppose the 
production is of type R2(a). Then n = 2 and there is some attribute A such that 
I, =- I ‘A. I!. 1 = L1 = L’, K, = KA and & = KA, where L’ = L -{A}. By assumption, 
/ *’ .-- g, KAt’ + (f+ and 1 ” C,$ I KAL’ -+ c. By ODZ, f’ t--g K&Y -+ c, i.e., f’ I-.,, Kf. + 
CA’ as desired. If the production is of type R2(b), then a similar argument can be 
made, using OD4 and ODS. And if the production is of type R3, then the result 
follows from OD6. 
Suppo~c the production is of type R4(a). Then rz = 1, K, = K and for some N + A 
in 2’, N r~ K, N” z K, L, = 2’--(N-d} and L1 =[,A. Since N cK, I”!--rrX-*N 
1~) OD 1. kcausc N -+ A is in 1 and E c I-’ by hypothesis, r’ I--~, N + A. Bv OD3, 
d”. - 1 K -+A. Since KL r~ KL, 0D2 implies that I” c-.~, M_ +&5,i, i.e., 
/” .-- 1 KL 3 KJ_ I. Since /” kqG K,L I -+ 6 by assumption, r’ -.$’ k’L --+ c by OD3 
ii\ dcsircd. The arguments for types R4tb) and R4(c) are similar, and omitted. ‘??I 
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Proof. Let i be an integer, 1 s i s n. If Ki is inconsis:ent, then (? 5 Ki. Thus suppose 
Ki is consistent. Since Mi =fl =Li, MO 5 sup ,(‘hi) by Lemma 4.7(c). Let ICI = 
Ki u (4 IA in U -SUpp(Ki )}. Then K: is consistent, since Ki is consistent and A&, = 
{A IA has total order}. Clearly, supp(Kf ) = U. Let u, u in Tup(U) satisfy u[Ki ]u. 
Hence comp(u, u) = Ki by Lemma 2.5. Then u[~$(Ki)]u. Since Si is a terminal, 
N Z Ki and N” G Ki for each order dependency N +A in Xi. Since N contains 
only linear marked attributes and K: - Ki contains no such marked attributess, it 
follows from (b) of the corollary to Lemma 2.4 that N P KI. Similarly, NR ;f Ki 
for each order dependency N +d in Ci. By Lemma 2.5, u[N]t( and u[NR]u are 
both false. Thus, u[#(N +d) A &(NR +d)]v for each N -+A in Ci. Therefore 
Ir[4(Si)]cT, SO that u[v:‘,, &SJv. By Lemma 4.7(a), u[#G,,)]v. By Lemma 4.5, 
(u, v) t= r and u[P]v . S’nce r I= P + e, tr [C]V. Since K: = comp(rr, u ), e c KI by 
Lemma 2.5. Now 6 is a linear marked attribute and K: -Ki contains no linear 
marked attributes. Thus (? r= K,. Cl 
Our last lemma here asserts the existence of a nonempty word in L(G I. 
Proof. For each variable S=(K,L,M,~) in V, let @(S)==(#(E), WW, #(E)). 
Let < be the partial order on triples of nonnegative integers defined by last 
tiiffcrence, ix., ((1, b, c ) < (a’, k’, c’) iff Lither c CC’, or c = c’ and b <b’, or c = C’ 
and A = II’ and (I < (1’. The proof (left to the reader) immediately results from the 
following four easily verified facts: 
( 1) For each production S 4, - - * S, in R, I_C (Si 1-C jx (S) for each i. 
(2, Each variable is on the left of at least one production in 87. 
(3 The right-hand side of each production in R is a nonempty word. 
(3) Each sequence {((ii, bi, ci)}i ?I of tuples of nonncpative integers, with 
((I /? I+ 1% , . 1, cl + 1) < (cl;, h,, cl 1 for each i, is finite. El 
WC arc now aMe to estaklish the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. It suthxs to show that /” L-.+, P + (Y?. By Lemma 4.0 there 
is 21 nonempty word S, - 4 - S,, in 1-K; ), with S, = (K,, L,, M,, Z’,} for each i. By Lemma 
4.8. c ;r K, for each i. Thus f’ L II’ K, -+ ? for each i (by ODl 1. Then II’ h-.g P -+ c’ 
by Lcmnxt -U(dI. Yl! 
1l’t.z cor~clud~ thy wction by listing some additional infcrcn~tl rules for order 
dcpendcncy. It is easily verified that each of these is sound. 
The first two rules, analogues of ODS and 0D7, resp., are: 
OD? I Disjwzrtiorz ) If A44 +N and MA -4V, then MA -+N. 
OD?’ (Inzproprietv ) For each linear marked attribute fi, if M = supp(bf ! md 
M--d. then O+ti. . Ic 
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‘The next three rules are analogws to functional dependency rules (FD4, FDS 
anti FD6 of [4]): 
OD8 (Psertdo-trl:~~.sitivir!l ) If M -j N and NP -+ Q, then MP -+ Q. 
OD9 (Union ) If M -+ P and A4 -+ Q, then M + PQ. 
OD 10 (Decomposition ) If M -+ PQ, then M + P and A4 + Q. 
I 
Certain special cases of ODl are of note, specifically: 
ODl 1 (a) For each attribute A, 
A-d, k-d, A-Q and &+A. 
rb) If M is inconsistent and b’ is a linear marked attribute, then M -+ g. 
Finally, WC have: 
OD 12 I fncon.sistu~zcy ) For each linear marked attribute 
(al if A has total or general-partial order, A4 -+ A and A4 -+ j, then M --, g ; and 
rhr if A has empty order and M +A, then A4 -+ & 
OD 13 1 Eqnulity ) For each attribute A, AA + A. 
CID 14 l Irztcrchz~~ ) Let A have total order and H hc arbitrary. 
IN If M/?-f?, then Me 9‘4. 
fbl If MA -42, then Mf+i. 
1 ~~r~~ilo~ous in xrchangc rules can bc obtained by using other combinations of .& 
x. f,2. (1, s, r3. Fj?, @.I 
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For this section we use the following notation. 
Notation. For each set r of order dependencies, let lrl denote the length required 
to list the elements of r in succession. (For our purposes, if r = 
{Ml + N1, . . . , Mk +Nk}, with no dependency repeated, then [r/ = 2k + 
c 
k 
i=l \#(M,)+ #(Ni))*) 
* 
We start by showing that the problem of deciding whether r % P-+ C?’ in cases 
(i), (ii) and (iii) is in NP. Indeed, suppose that 
U =supp(&)u 
By Theorem 2.6(b), f &t P+ l? iff r is proper and for some U-comparator K in 
%(I‘), P c K and c G K. By Proposition 1.3 it can be decided in polynomial time 
whether f is proper. It is easily seen that the procedure given in Section 2 for 
testing whether a given U-comparator is consistent is linear. And by Theorem 
2.6(a) there is a polynomial time procedure to check whether a given consistent 
U-comparator is in V(r). Thus, a U-comparator K in %‘(r) such that P r Y and 
(? G K can be ‘guessed’, and verification of these properties takes polynomial time. 
This implies that “r w P + 6?” is NP as desired. 
In what follows we shall complete the proof of Theorem 5.1 by demonstrating 
that 3SAT, a problem known to be NP-complete [14], can be reduced (in polynomial 
time) to each of the problems (i), (ii) and (iii). To discuss 3SAT, we introduce the 
following notation. 
Notation. A ( propositiord) cariablc is an abstract symbol. A ( propositional ) literd 
is a variable p or a negated variable fi. A 3-clause is a set (p 1, p2, pl) of exactly 
three literals. A set n of 3-clauses is satisfiable if there is a truth assignment cy 
t’or the variables occurring in lZ such that in each 3-clause TT of IZ at least one 
literal in n is true under CL 
We now introduce notation which permits us to translate instances of the 3SAT 
problem (ix., sets of klauses) into instances of a decision problem of the form 
‘.I’ q p + (r=*y* l 
Notation. Let If = {n,, . . , , n,,} be a fixed set of 3-clauses, with ni = b\, pi, pi}. 
I.c‘t {@I, . . . , ,u,,,} Ix tiw set of those variables p such that ~1_ or ,C occurs in [il. 
To provt‘ TticorCm 5.1 (i 1, we translate II as follows. 
Notation. Let CJ, = {A} u {B,, C, / 1 s i s rr}u {E, 1 1 sj s rn}, with’ each attribute 
having total order. For each j, 1 ~j s rn, let E(pj I= l?i, .E’@;) k c, and 
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Clearly,, rl is proper (Proposition 1.3). Also, 11’,l is linear in # (II 1. 
We nol,y establish two lemmas, the second of which states that I7 is satisfiable 
iff1‘1 &tfl +A. 
Lemma 5.2. Let K be in %‘(I’,). Then K I= l?i+(E@i)v E(p;)v E(p[l)) for each i, 
Proof. Let i be fixed. Since rl is proper and K is in 
(1, K ~((~i~\c=i)~E(p’l))*((~i~Ci)jE(~~) 
by Proposition 3.3. Thus 
12, K t= [Uj, A c,) v 6, A Ci, v (fi; A CL ,] - [E 
In turn, (2) yields 
p; ) v Up; 1 v Etp; )]a 
(3) K k [fZ[ A tl?‘i v Ci v ci)] - [E(p\) V E(/~fi)v E(p;)]a 
Since C, has total order, K t= cI v Cl v ci. Thus, 
(41 K t= I?, - [l?; A ((7, V Cj \i C,)]. m 
Combining (31 and (4) we get K t= l?i +[E(pi ) v Eipi) v Etp;)]. L1 
‘roof. (a) 3 ( h): Suppose & # 0 + A. Ry Theorem 2.6, A Z K for some & - 
comparator K in %(rl 1. Since A has total order, either A or 4 is in K. If A 1s in 
K, we are done. Suppose ,$ is in K. Then A is in KR and. since %(r~) is clwd 
under reversal. K R is in ‘%‘W, 1. 
j{(” I = i <. 4 rz, (Y (pi 1 = false, CY ([I\ j -= false. LY (p > ) = true). 
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Since (Y satisfies I7, exactly one attribute comparator over Ci is in K for each i. It 
readily follows that K is a C&comparator, ai4 that K is in %(T1). 2 
The above development shows that an arbitrary instance 17 of 3SAT can bc 
translated, in polynomial time, into a question of the form “r I# P + c?‘* (having 
the properties specified by Theorem M(i)), where I7 is satissable iff f F P + c is 
true. Thus, deciding if f t# P+ 6 in this context is NP-complete, and deciding if 
f I= P + 8’ is co-NP-complete. This concludes the proof of part (i) of the theorem. 
Turning to part (ii) of Theorem 5.1, let I7 be a set of 3-clauses as defined above. 
Notation. Let Uz = (Bi, C,, D; 11 s i s n} u (Ej 11 c_i c 171) u (F, with each attribute 
having total order. For each j, 1 aj < HZ, let E’(pci) = Ej, E’(& ) = e, and 
rz = (BiCiDi * E’(p\ ), Bicll)i + E’(p> 1, BiClD, + E’(p> ), B,ciDi + E’(p> ) 1 
IlSiQl}u{B, -,BkIl<i<rz, l~k~n}u(E;-tF/l~i~rl). 
Clearly & is proper. The next lemma (the proof is omitted) plays the role of 
Lemma 5.3 in proving Theorem SMi). 
Lemma 5.4. T/le following are cquiva/erzt : 
(a) & ‘HbF. 
(b ) Some comparator in ‘6 ( f 2 1 con tairts I? 
(c) Soiw comparator irl %(Tz) contains E, or gi for cnch 
(d) l7 is satisfiable. 
Obviously, Theorem S.l(ii) readily results from Lt:mma 5.4. 
Turning to part (iii), again let /‘I be a set of 3-clauses as above. 
Notation. Let l/3 = {A} u {Bi, Ci, Di 1 1 s i s n} u {E, 11 ~j s VI} with each attribute 
having general-partial order. Let E”(pi) = Ei, E”(fij) = Ei and 
f~=(A-,GIGinU.~}U(A~~l..‘~,} 
~{&?,a, - E”(p; 1, &;D, --+ E”(p; 1, 
&C?, D, --+ E”(pi ), d,C’,fi, - E”(p.{ 11 1 s i s 111. 
Again, fJ is proper. The verification of part (iii) of Theorem 5.1 results from 
the nt~t Itmma (the proof is omitted 1. 
Lemma 5.5. The foILowing are eqllivalent : 
(a) f3 if: @-+A. 
(h) Some comparator ift % (& 1 contains 2. 
(c) l7 is satisfiahie. 
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If all attributes have empty order, then the question ‘T I= cr?“, where f U(U) 
is a set of order dependencies, essentially involves only functional dependencies 
and thus is decidable in linear time [2]. We conclude this section by presenting a 
more extensive context in which deciding the question “r F P + c?” requires only 
polynomial time.‘” 
Theorem 5.6. Suppose that each rehwant attribute has either empty or general-partial 
order, and that 
only marked attributes of’the form A, A’ and 4 occur in each 
order dependency. (5.1) 
Then the question l ‘r = P + Q?” is decidable in time a polynomial function of 
V’u {P --, alI. 
Proof. Let I’ and P -+ Q be given, and let 
u = SUpp(PQ)lJ u 
i 
SUpp(MN) . . 
M-N In I‘ ) 
By hypothesis, no attribute in U has total order. Since I’ I== P+ Q iff r I= P + c 
for each marked attribute c in Q, without loss of generality we may assume that 
Q is the singleton e (If deciding r I== P -+ e requires time f (If u {P + C?‘}I) for each 
c” in 0, where f is a (monotonically nondecreasing) polynomial, then deciding 
I’ ! 2 P + Q rcquircs only 
:t polynomial in Ir ~1 {P -+ Q)l as desired.) Also, note that r is proper because of 
the form of the dependencies in 11 
Hcginning with P, we now inductively build a particular set P* of marked 
irttrihutc3s. Let PO = P. Given P,, if there is some dependency A4 -+ N in r such that 
M z P{ and N GZ P,, then set Pi + 1 = PJV. Similarly, if MR c Pi and NR Z PI for some 
III -+ N in f, then set Pi.t-1 = PiN”. Continue this process until no further changes 
GUI bcl made to P,. Let P* denote the last element obtained in the resulting sequence. 
It is easily seen that P* is computed in time a polynomial of )F’ u (P + 0}1. (Pi can 
1~ expanded at most 2 # (I’) 5 ‘?!f u (P + Q}I times, and each such expansion 
rqnircs time a linear furction of If v{P+ Qj1.j 
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Note that if A has empty order, then A’ c P* implies /j G P* and conversely. 
Thus, 
if A is in supp(L&), then A has general-partial order. (5.2) 
Since P * contains only marked attributes of the form A, /f and 4, it readily follows 
that K1 is a comparator (although not necessarily a U-comparator) and supp(&) = 
supp(P*). Let K2 ={I$ IA in U-supp(P*)}. Then K = K& is a U-comparator. 
Clearly P* E K1 c K and K is consistent. Also, K is computable in time a poly- 
nomial of Ir u{P+ Q}l. (Obviously, K1 can be computed in time a linear function 
of # (P*), and hence in time a polynomial function of Ir u {P + Q)l.) 
We now claim that 
for each set M containing only marked attributes of the form 
A, A’ or 4, if M c K, then M c P*. (5.3) 
To see this, first note that X c A for each atiribute A and each X s{A, A, A). 
NOW suppose that A4 C_ K. If A4 =(3, we are done. Suppose A4 # 43. Let A be in 
supp(M) and MA = {A in Mid over A}. Two cases arise. 
(cu 1 A has empty order. Since MA c M c K, MA c {A, A, A} and A is i I supp(M ), 
A c K for at least one element in {A, &, A}. Since K is a U-comparator and (5.2) 
holds, A is in K. By definition of K, A c P*. Hence MA s P* 
(p) A has general-partial order. Four possibilities occur. 
(i) A is in IMA. Then A is in K (since A has general-partial order). By definition 
of K, A z P*. Therefore (A, &, 4) EE P*, so AdA E P*. 
(ii) A’ and 4 are in MA. Since MA G K, A must be in K. As in (i), MA r= P*. 
(iii) MA = {A}. Then A or A is in K. Then A c P* or A c P*. Since A c A, 
MA = {A} G P* in either case. 
(iv) MA = {A). By an argument similar to (iii), we get MA c P*:. 
Thus MA G P” for each A in supp(M). Since M = UA in supp(M) MA, M c P* and 
(5.3) holds. 
We next show that K is in E(r). Suppose that M 4V is in I’ and M c M. By 
(S.3) and the form of the order dependencies in r, M c P*. By definition of P*, 
N G P* s K. Similarly, if MR c K, then NR r K. Since r is proper and K is 
consistent, K is in %(I’) by Theorem 2.6(a). 
We now show that f b P+ t? iff c G K. Suppose e g K. Since P c K, r i+ P -+ c 
by Theorem 2.6(b). Now suppose that e c K. Since (I?’ has the form A, A or If\ for 
some attribute A, l? c P* by (5.3). Let K’ be a U-comparator in V?(r) such that 
P c K’. Clearly K’ is consistent. A simple induction based on Theorem 2.6(a) 
shows that P* z K’. Then C? LG P* 5 K’. Since K’ is an arbitrary element of % Cr), 
r E P -+ c by Theorem 2.6(b). Thus r I= P -+ t?’ iff (?’ c_ K. 
As noted earlier, K can be computed in time a polynomial function of Iru 
{P -+ Q)[. Since checking whether s r K is linear in ir u{P+ Q)I, the result now 
follows. II 
I -E4 S. Ginsburg, R. Hull 
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